RV-10 WING ROOT FILTER INSTALL GUIDE STANDARD AND DUPLEX REV 3 9-15-20

Thank you for purchasing your RV-10 WING ROOT FILTER KIT brought to you by
Aircraft Specialty Flightlines.
This kit is designed to work with our standard fuel as well as our SDS/EFII cabin fuel kits.
If you are wanting to utilize wing root filters, please ensure that you order the cabin option
that lets us know you will be utilizing the wing root filter kit as it changes the cabin
plumbing.
We aim to make this package as complete as possible, but there are a few items you will
need to order from other vendors.
1. TCW TECH- Fuel bushings with ELBOWS. – You will need one of these for
each side of the aircraft at the fuselage side penetration point. (If you already
installed our EFII or SDS cabin kits, you would have done this already) If you
have our standard cabin fuel kit for a non duplex system, you will need to order
these elbows.
2. VANS AIRCRAFT- VA-141 or other fuel return line bung Qty 2 This is only if
you are utilizing a duplex valve with a return line.
VERY IMPORTANT: Especially with a duplex fuel system, you want to make sure
you trace continuity between your supply and return lines. It would be very easy to
accidentally swap a line, and you want to ensure that the fuel supply line remains fuel
supply, and the return line remains a return line. This needs to be traced from the
wing, to the valve, to the firewall and then through the engine compartment.
This system has been shipped with two different filter configurations. The first set of
pictures shows one set of filters. The end of the document shows a different set of
pictures with the newer lower profile filter setup for additional clearance.
ITEMS INCLUDED WITH THIS KIT:
1.
2.
3.
4.
1

4 Conductive Teflon Hoses (2 for non duplex kit)
2 Fuel Shutoff Valves
2 90 degree female/female swivel fittings
2 Male NPT to AN Swivel Adapters (OR FEMALE/FEMALE UNION
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

DEPENDING ON CONFIGURATION)
2 screws, 2 nuts, and 4 washers
2 Adel Clamps to secure the filter (Size varies based on filter provided)
Qty 2 AN822-6-6D (AN elbows for your Filters)- (Or 90 Female to Male AN swivel
fitting based on filter provided)
2 High Quality serviceable filters
Qty 2 AN816-6-6d Straight AN fittings to fit into your VA-141 fuel tank return
fittings. (DUPLEX KIT ONLY)

This installation kit can be utilized with either our EFII or SDS cabin kit (without the fuselage mounted
filter), or as a standalone version for the stock fuel system without the return line fittings.
If you are doing a duplex setup, you should have already installed the bulkhead fittings into the side
skin of the aircraft. The forward one will be utilized as your RETURN line and needs to be installed in
the EXACT location/orientation shown in the EFII/SDS FWF installation manuals.
The installation is fairly simple for the wing root components. This install guide will show you how
everything fits for the DUPLEX setup with a return line. If you are utilizing this in the stock RV-10
configuration without a duplex setup, you will want to omit the return line items.
If you have a 6 hose stock cabin fuel system purchased from us…you will need to replace the straight
through bulkhead side skin fittings with the TCW 90 degree bulkhead elbow fittings. These will need
to be purchased directly from TCW as shown on page 1 of the manual.
If you already have installed the 4 hose cabin fuel system from us (the one without the side skin bulkhead fittings), please contact us for the correct upgrade path.
For the SDS and EFII cabin fuel systems, these bulkhead fittings should have already been sourced by
the builder per the cabin EFII/SDS manuals.
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STEP 1- Install VA-141 or other Fuel
Tank return bungs into your tank rib in
the location show in the picture to the
left. (DUPLEX INSTALL ONLY)
The return fitting in the tank is the fitting in the UPPER left corner of the
picture. This picture is taken on the
copilot side of the aircraft above and
from the front of the wing. The right
side of the mock up represents the fuselage, and the left side represents the
fuel tank.
The pictures on the next page show
more detailed locations for the return
fitting.
VERY IMPORTANT: It has been
brought to our attention that this location (to match the RV-14) requires notching one of the tank stiffeners. If you move it down and forward about 1/8” you have just
enough clearance to not have to
notch out the stiffener. That will
also work with our fuel return line
length)
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STEP 2- Install the 90 degree swivel fitting on the fuel tank SUPPLY port. Attach the other side to the
FUEL VALVE. VERY IMPORTANT: FUEL VALVE MUST BE SAFETY WIRED IN THE
OPEN POSITION. THIS VALVE SHOULD ONLY BE SHUTOFF DURING SERVICING OF
THE FILTER. IT MUST ALWAYS BE SAFETY WIRED OPEN IN OPERATION TO PREVENT FUEL STARVATION.
STEP 3- The NPT to -6 goes into the filter INLET, and the 90 degree fitting goes into the filter outlet.
STEP 4- THE WDG clamp for the filter must be utilized for support. In the picture below, the clamp is
shown clecoed to the bottom flange. During installation, this clamp will be reversed and we recommend attaching a doubler plate to the bottom fairing skin, and then mounting the adel clamp to that skin
utilizing the attached hardware. Ensure everything is well supported. A small standoff (washers are
ok) may be necessary to ensure that the filter is properly supported.

STEP 5- REPEAT for the opposite side.
STEP 6- On the next page you will see a picture of the fuel return line in the fuselage. In this pic, the
return hose is connected to the airframe bulkhead fitting, facing the spar, and partially routed showing
how it parallels the supply hose. It will then make a turn in and connect to the tank rib return fitting.
This is not shown in the picture for clarity reasons. As with the picture before, the adel clamp in the
final install will be rotated 180 degrees and will be secured to the bottom fairing skin.
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Double check the torque on all fittings, torque seal
the connections. Safety wire the shutoff valve handle
to the open position.
VERY IMPORTANT: PERFORM A COMPLETE
FLOW TEST ON YOUR SYSTEM.
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FILTER CONFIGURATION #2 -Lower Profile
Please note that in this configuration, the Dual Nut portion of the filter is the OUTPUT side. You may have a laser etched logo/arrow on the nut side indicating this in
the near future.

SERVICING THE FILTER.
1) Remove the safety wire from the shutoff valve handle and rotate it 90* to stop
the flow of fuel. Unscrew the adel camp from the root fairing.
2) Remove the hose end from the 90* AN fitting on the filter discharge side, and
unscrew the AN nut on the inlet fitting on the filter.
3) Remove filter from the aircraft and service.
4) Reinstall in reverse order, making sure the appropriate fittings are tight and
leak free. Torque
seal the connections.
5) Secure the adel clamp to the root fairing.
6) Safety wire the shutoff valve to the OPEN position.
7) Repeat for the other side.
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